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we had to surrender completely to obtain relief. We had to admit 

we were whipped. This Sixth Step ia the same situation. We can't 

do it ourselves--but we know that God as we understand Him can do 

it for us, if� really want Him to. That's all that is necessary 

for the Sixth Step, which is: 

11Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects 

of character. 11 

Do we really want to be rid of our resentments, our angers, our 

fears? All our resentments? Do we really understand that they are 

a deadly poison in the heart of an addict? 

Many of us cling to our fears and doubts and self-loathing or 

hatred of others because there is a certain distorted security in i" 
familiar pain. It seems safer to hold on to the old pain than to 

let go of it for the unknown. 

Here, once again, we look to those N.A. people who have the 

kind of tif.e we want for ourselves. We ask them-- 11Did you let go?" 

And here·, once again, almost without exception the answer is, 11Yes 1 

to the utt��most of my ability." 

All that is required in the Sixth Step is the honest willing

ness to let go of those things about yourself that you have already 

decided you wished to part company with--the fears and doubts of 

that other life. 



Now then, in examining ourselvea as honestly as possible �nd 

in discussing our past with another human being as honestly as pos

aible--it is probably that we have discovered some things about 

ourselves that we don't like. Perhaps we call these things charac

ter defects, perhaps we call them shortcomings or moral blind spots. 

Whatever we call themp we recognize that they must ch�ge if w0 are 

to grow._ And we recognize that we ourselves cannot, of ourselves, 

change them. 

Let us go back to the First Step for a minute. Remember that 
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All that is required in the Sixth Step is the honest willing

ness to let go of those things about yourself that you have already 

decided you wished to part company with--the fears and doubts of 

that other life. Wo had to admit 

we were whipped. This Sixth Step is the same s���:.op-. We can 1 t 

do it ourselves--but we know that God as we understand Him can do· 

it for u�, if� really want Him to-: That's all that is necessary 

for the Sixth Step, 
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Do we really want to be rid of our resentments, our angers, our 

fears? · All our resentments? Do we really W1derstand that they are 

a deadly poison in the heart of an addict? 
.. ·--

Mani of us cling to our fears and doubts and self-loathing or 

hatred of others because there is a certain distorted security in 

familiaripain. It seems safer to hold on to the old pain than to 

let go of it for the unknown. 

Here, once again, we look to those N.A. people who have the 

kind of life we want for ourselves. We ask them--"Did you let go7 11 

And herea once again. almost without exception the answer is, 11Yes1 -�· 

to the uttermost of my ability. 11 

If we clc�arly recor,ni'l.e the realit·iP.s of tl;i� type of 

situation, can we not choose our own d b penances an o jccts of ncharity" to 

better effect? 



---S'l'EP #?::.Narcotics Anonymous
''Humbly asked him to remove our ahortcornings" 

�he key of this step is an understanding of the word humility, 
Humility is as much a part of staying sober as food and water are 
to staying alive. As we struggled along in our addiction we 
devoted our energy towards satisfying our material needs. We 
always had to have a satisfaction of our basic desires such as 
prestige and p't)JWer. We never thought of spiritual growth or 

asking.a Higher Power for direction. We were the.Higher Power. 
We could handle the trials and tribulations of life all by 

ourselves. It wasn't until we made a real mess of our lives that 
we realized that we couldn't do it alone. By admitting that we 
were powerless over our addiction and reaching out for help, we 
achieved our first glimpse of humility. 

When we were .in our addiction our spiritual and emotional 
growth came to �- halt. We did not mature and grow like a normal 

person. Now that we, are. sober there are many situations that 
arise in our daily ,live� that are difficult to understand .• By 

practicing the virtue of humility and reaching out and asking 
for help we can get through even the toughest of times. I can't 

we can. It is not a sign of weakness, it is a sign of growth. 
We have to realize that people can give us direction and 

that our way of thinking is not the only way. We must puncture 

that ego and realize we have much work to do. When someone points 

out a shortcoming, our first reaction is one of defensiveness. 
If we·really want to grow we will take a good look at what is 
pointed out. We mustfrealize we are not perfect and there are 
things -�e must change. 

The main objective of step seven is to get out of ourselves 
and to strive for achieving the will of our Higher Power. Our 

will didn't work. 

I have taken all of the hurt that I have felt and that hurt I have causo t:> otn' er 1 peop e and made .it 
into a ball and threw it awa:y. 



We have all spent much of our lives being anything but humble. 

We have been humiliated by many of the things that happen to us 

while using drugs--but most of us avoided true humility until we 

took N.A:•s First Step. Then again in the Third Step we ask God to 

direct our will and our lives. And now in the Seventh Step we 

humbly ask Hirn to remove our 



we have all spent much of our lives being anything but humble. 

· we have eeen humiliated by many of the things that happen to us 

�+ while using drugs--but most of us avoided true humility until we 

) t<?f 'r-] took N. A
:

's J?irst Step. 'I'hen again in the Third Step we ask God 

/ 
direct our will and our lives. And now in the Seventh Step we 

humbly ask Him to remove our shortcomings. 

t God. as we understand Him to �elieve us 
Having decided we wan , 

ti aspects of our personalities we arrive 
of the u�elesa or destruc ve 

at the seventh Step: 

You will have noticed by now that humility plays a big part· in 

this Narcotics Anonymous way of life. We take� moral 'inventory, 

we become ready to let God remove our defects of character, we 
11 -
�-

humbly ask Him to remove our shortcomings. Not the other guy's but 

to 

rather our own. This is our road to spiritual growth, to humbly and 

gradually change our own character, day by1 day." To gradually, care

fully and simply pull ourselves out of the isolation and loneliness 

of hopeless drug addiction into this mainstream of useful fellowship. 

This does n?t happen by wishing for it, it requires action. 
---

You will have noticed by now that humility plays a big part in 

this Narcotics Anonymous way of life. We take� moral inventory� 

we becom� ready to let God remove our defects of character, we 
·..: -

.. 
humbly ask Him to remove our shortcomings. Not the other guy's but 

rather our own. This is our road to spivitual growth, to humbly and 

_gradually change our own character, day by day. --
Hav�ng decided we want God g as we understand Him to �elieve us 

of the useless or destructive aspects of our personalities we arrive 

at the Seventh Step: 

"Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings. 11 
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,. E: need to becori1e ·;ril�iY;g to h2,ve Goel remove aJ.l these 

come so s.·c..r to f;s,�t� Selling another person on the v2luelli.essness. 

of our clei'ects 2.:t1cl. describing to othe1·s. the hassels they have 

put us through is a good way to get a runn.ing start with this 

step� :;;112n ':re feel ourselves ready, We proceed directly to 

tlle ne:-:t step:naving seen 2.nd heard a great deal about the 

progr2I':l and enjoyiri..g 2- little Lit o:f relief from the basic 

discGm:[orts \'ie are ',.",.OW ready to step off into the new, If tl:.e 

defects ·.c,e have discovered_ are real a;.1d i·re have a chance to 

be rid of then surely ·,1e -:.?ill e�;.perience a sense oi high 

adventure at this point: Some Yiill ,;;ant ot get on the±± 

knees for this ste_:), Some will get phyiced out in a quiet nay 

or put :forth a great mantal effort to sho·;rintent -.,yilli�oness � 

The word urable ap1)lies because :;;:;:f ne appvoach this po1i1er greater 
to 

·Lnn ourselves/tu: ask for the most Yionderous gift of the 

p:cogram,the freedom to live nithout the linitations of our 

past w2ys �'Re..,""'..7U.l:t However v:e \'ia:ti.t to handle it, go all. the 

\,ay. 'rhinlc of what we have to lose� As so.:,n as r1e feel ourselves 

willing, go ahead and aslc God as yau tmderstand him to remove 

the shortcprnings yo1.t have inventoried and a_riy others that 


